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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of studies documenting adaptation in 
real time has led to a growing recognition that evolu-
tionary change can occur simultaneous to ecological 
change (Endler, 1986; Hendry & Kinnison, 1999; Reznick 
& Ghalambor, 2005). This convergence of timescales is 
transforming and uniting the study of ecology and evolu-
tion and highlighting the possibility of eco- evolutionary 
feedbacks in which ecological change drives evolutionary 
change, which then feeds back to shape ecological dy-
namics. As a consequence, researchers are increasingly 
motivated to measure evolutionary change in ecologi-
cal experiments, and to test how rapid evolution affects 

ecological outcomes (Fussmann et al., 2007; Reznick, 
Losos, et al., 2019). This paradigm shift has been triggered 
in part by a series of compelling examples of rapid ad-
aptation in response to predation (Endler, 1980; Reznick 
et al., 1997), competition (Grant & Grant, 2006; Mueller 
& Ayala, 1981) and climate (Anderson, 1973; Franks et al., 
2007) that have helped propel the study of ecology and 
evolution into a new era. However, while these case stud-
ies have convinced us that organisms can evolve rapidly, 
this still leaves the open question of how often they do.

Fortunately, this growing interest in experimental 
evolution has resulted in a substantial number of stud-
ies in animal populations that have tested for rapid evo-
lution in response to three major agents of selection: 
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Abstract

Although studies quantifying evolutionary change in response to the selective pres-

sures that organisms face in the wild have demonstrated that organisms can evolve 

rapidly, we lack a systematic assessment of the frequency, magnitude and direc-

tion of rapid evolutionary change across taxa. To address this gap, we conducted 

a meta- analysis of 58 studies that document the effects of warming, predation or 

competition on the evolution of body size, development rate or fecundity in natu-

ral or experimental animal populations. We tested whether there was a consistent 

effect of any selective agent on any trait, whether the direction of these effects 

align with theoretical predictions, and whether the three agents select in opposing 

directions on any trait. Overall, we found weak effects of all three selective agents 

on trait evolution: none of our nine traits by selective agent combinations had an 

overall effect that differed from zero, only 31% of studies had a significant within- 

study effect, and attributes of the included studies generally did not account for 

between- study variation in results. One notable exception was that predation tar-

geting adults consistently resulted in the evolution of smaller prey body size. We 

discuss potential causes of these generally weak responses and consider how our 

results inform the ongoing development of eco- evolutionary research.
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temperature, predation and competition. While this re-
search has been conducted in a variety of animal study 
systems, a common thread that links many of these stud-
ies is a focus on the evolution of life- history traits, as 
these traits translate individual fitness into population 
dynamics and thus provide a direct link between ecology 

and evolution (Roff, 2002; Stearns, 1989). The growing 
body of empirical research testing for genetically based 
changes in traits such as body size, development rate and 
fecundity in response to common agents of selection pro-
vides an exciting opportunity to quantitatively test for 
generalities in rapid evolutionary responses. Moreover, 

TA B L E  1  Theoretical predictions and explanations for how warming, predation and competition affect the evolution of body size, 
development rate and fecundity

Agent of 
selection

Life- history 
trait

Predicted evolved 
response Explanations from theory

Warming Body sizea Smaller • As warming increases metabolic demands, large individuals with high metabolic needs 
suffer increased mortality or reduced fecundity (Partridge & French, 1996)b(Atkinson, 
1994)b

• Warming weakens the positive relationship between body size and fecundity, which 
relaxes selection for large body size (Arendt, 2015)

• Organisms adapted to cold have higher growth efficiency, so larger individuals are 
produced per unit of resource at low temperatures (Partridge & French, 1996)b

• A combination of thermal constraints on juvenile mortality, maximal body size and 
population growth rates contributes to the evolution of smaller body size at warmer 
temperatures (Angilletta, 2009)b

Development 
rate

Slower • Slower development rates evolve to counteract a plastic acceleration of development at 
high temperatures (Atkinson (1994); Clarke (2003)b)

Fecundity Higher or lower • At high temperatures, faster somatic growth rate allows individuals to escape juvenile 
mortality, reducing the benefit of producing large offspring and making it beneficial to 
produce more smaller offspring (Yampolsky & Scheiner, 1996)

Predation Body size Smaller or larger • When predation targets adults or targets all life stages equally, smaller adult body size 
allows individuals to reach maturity and reproduce before being eaten (Gadgil and 
Bossert (1970); Taylor and Gabriel (1992); Abrams and Rowe (1996))

• When predation is gape- limited or targets juveniles, larger adult body size allows 
individuals to escape predation (Gadgil and Bossert (1970); Stearns (1983)b; Urban 
(2007))

Development 
rate

Faster or slower • When predation targets adults or targets all life stages equally, faster development 
allows individuals to reproduce before being eaten (Taylor and Gabriel (1992); Abrams 
and Rowe (1996); Urban (2007))

• When predation is gape- limited or targets juveniles, slower development allows 
individuals to invest more into growth and reach a size refuge from predation (Day et 
al., 2002; Taylor & Gabriel, 1992)

Fecundity Higher or lower • Increased mortality under predation and the resulting increase in available resources 
favours a faster pace of life that includes the production of many offspring (Gadgil & 
Bossert, 1970), particularly when predation is gape- limited or targets juveniles (Stearns 
(1983)b)

• Predation that targets adults or targets all life stages equally favours lower investment 
into reproduction (Stearns (1983)b)

Competition Body size Larger or smaller • In competitive conditions, larger body size provides a competitive advantage (Wright et 
al., 2019)b

• Competitive conditions where resources are limited favour small individuals with lower 
resource requirements (Boyce, 1984)b

Development 
rate

Slower • Low resource availability resulting from competition favours individuals with slower 
development rate (Gadgil & Bossert, 1970) or a generally slower pace of life (Wright et 
al., 2019)b

Fecundity Lower • Low resource availability resulting from competition favours individuals with lower 
investment into reproduction (Gadgil and Bossert (1970); Schaffer and Gadgil (1975)), 
smaller clutches of larger individuals (Parker & Begon, 1986) or a generally slower pace 
of life (Wright et al., 2019)b

Note: Body size is size at sexual maturity, development rate is time to sexual maturity, and fecundity is lifetime fecundity. Warming is an increase in temperature 
that remains below a species’ critical threshold and competition is intraspecific competition. Explanations from theory come from mathematical models unless 
otherwise noted.
aNote that the widely cited and empirically investigated ‘body size- temperature rule’ of smaller body size at higher temperatures (Atkinson, 1996) and ‘Bergmann’s 
rule’ of a positive relationship between latitude and body size (Bergmann, 1848) are not included here, as the former describes plastic effects of warming on body size 
(Atkinson, 1994; Kingsolver & Huey, 2008), while the latter has unclear links to both temperature and evolutionary change (Partridge & Coyne, 1997; Watt et al., 2010).
bPrediction comes from verbal reasoning or a synthesis, not a mathematical model.
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these traits transcend animal taxa, facilitating general-
isation across systems in this emerging area of research.

Generalisation may be possible given that evolution-
ary theory makes some clear predictions for how tem-
perature, predation and competition select on body 
size, development rate and fecundity (Table 1) (Abrams 
& Rowe, 1996; Arendt, 2015; Gadgil & Bossert, 1970; 
Urban, 2007). For example, predation that targets adults 
or that targets all life stages equally is thought to favour 
the evolution of smaller body size, faster development 
rate and higher investment in fecundity (Abrams & 
Rowe, 1996; Taylor & Gabriel, 1992). By contrast, pre-
dation that is gape- limited or targets juveniles should 
select in the opposite direction (Table 1) (Day et al., 
2002; Gadgil & Bossert, 1970; Urban, 2007). Increasing 
temperature, meanwhile, is generally predicted to fa-
vour the evolution of smaller body size and slower de-
velopment rates, although the mechanisms that underly 
these responses and the links between plastic and evo-
lutionary responses to temperature have yet to be fully 
resolved (Table 1) (Atkinson, 1994; Partridge & French, 
1996; Yampolsky & Scheiner, 1996). Finally, theory fo-
cused on interspecific competition is more ambiguous. 
For example much of the focus of competition on trait 
evolution centres around character displacement with 
unclear links to general life- history traits (Schluter & 
McPhail, 1992), while classic life- history theory and 
more recent extensions predict that intensified compe-
tition could either cause the evolution of smaller body 
size or traits associated with a slower pace of life such as 
larger body size, slower development and lower fecundity 
(Boyce, 1984; Gadgil & Bossert, 1970; Wright et al., 2019) 
(Table 1).

If life- history traits do indeed evolve consistently 
across taxa in response to a single agent of selection, 
we can then ask if multiple agents select in opposing or 
parallel directions. Answering this question is import-
ant because organisms live in complex environments and 
are rarely, if ever, subjected to a single selective pressure. 
Moreover, as temperatures rise and species invade new 
areas under global change, determining whether warm-
ing selects in the same or the opposite direction as bi-
otic agents of selection is becoming increasingly critical 
for forecasting adaptation to climate change (Alexander 
et al., 2016; De Meester et al., 2019; Tseng & O'Connor, 
2015). For example if warming and competition both 
select for smaller body size, as predicted (Table 1), ex-
isting or novel competitive interactions could hasten 
species’ adaptation to a warming climate (Osmond & de 
Mazancourt, 2013). Conversely, if predation selects for 
a larger body size, as is predicted for certain predators 
(Table 1), predation pressure could hinder species’ abil-
ity to adapt to a warming climate. Unfortunately, we 
currently do not know whether life- history evolution in 
response to temperature occurs in the same or the op-
posite direction as life- history evolution in response to 
predation or competition.

To address these knowledge gaps, we conducted a 
meta- analysis of 58 studies that document the effects of 
warming, predation or competition on the evolution of 
body size, development rate or fecundity in either nat-
ural or experimental animal populations. Importantly, 
all of the studies we included used common gardens to 
separate genetic from plastic effects. Previous reviews 
have contributed qualitative assessments of the evidence 
for rapid evolutionary change in general (Kawecki et al., 
2012; Reznick & Ghalambor, 2005; Thompson, 1998) 
or in response to global change (Gienapp et al., 2008; 
Jump & Penuelas, 2005; Sheridan & Bickford, 2011), 
while quantitative reviews have assessed the strength 
and direction of phenotypic selection (Kingsolver et al., 
2001; Siepielski et al., 2019) and the speed of evolution-
ary change (Hendry & Kinnison, 1999) in natural pop-
ulations. Despite the important contributions of these 
prior efforts, none provide a quantitative and systematic 
assessment of the frequency and direction of rapid evo-
lutionary trait change in response to shared ecological 
agents of selection.

We addressed three questions with our meta- analysis: 
(1) Is there a consistent effect of either warming, preda-
tion or competition on body size, development rate or 
fecundity, and do any of these effects align with theoreti-
cal predictions? (2) Do our three focal agents of selection 
act in opposing directions on any life- history trait? (3) 
Which features of the study systems predict the strength 
and direction of life- history evolution in response to 
warming, predation and competition? While we recog-
nise that in nature, traits are complex, multivariate and 
constrained by genetic correlations, and that agents of 
selection are numerous and interacting, we chose these 
three traits and these three agents of selection because 
they are commonly manipulated or measured in empir-
ical studies, theory generates predictions for these rela-
tionships, they are relevant to ecological dynamics, and 
they can inform our understanding of how populations 
respond to global change.

M ATERI A LS A N D M ETHODS

Data collection

In August 2020, we searched the Web of Science for 
papers that included (“evolution” OR “adaptation”) 
AND (“temperature” OR “warming” OR “thermal” 
OR “predators” OR “predation” or “competition” or 
“competitors”) in the title. This returned 595 results, 
all of which were assessed for inclusion (detailed search 
methods in Supporting Information). We then searched 
20 previous reviews and meta- analyses on related topics 
for additional studies that met our inclusion criteria (see 
list in Supporting Information). Finally, we searched all 
of the studies that met our inclusion criteria for further 
studies to include.
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We used the following criteria to determine inclusion 
in our meta- analysis. Studies had to: (1) quantify evolu-
tionary change in response to one or more of our three 
focal selective agents (temperature, predation, competi-
tion) (2) compare at least one group that we could use 
as a control group (e.g. lower temperature, no predation, 
no competition) to at least one group that we could use 
as a treatment group (e.g. higher temperature, predator 
present, competitor present) (3) measure at least one of 
our three focal life- history traits (body size, develop-
ment rate, fecundity) in both the control and treatment 
group and (4) separate evolutionary change from mater-
nal effects and plasticity by growing individuals under 
common conditions for at least one generation (i.e. a 
common garden).

We included both ‘experimental’ studies in which the 
selective agent was imposed by the researcher either in 
the laboratory or in the field (e.g. experimentally im-
posed presence or absence of a predator) and ‘natural’ 
studies in which the selective agent varied naturally 
across space or time (e.g. comparison of streams with 
predators to streams without). We excluded studies that 
focused on evidence from the fossil record, but placed no 
other restrictions on study duration and instead included 
the number of generations of selection in our models to 
determine whether this affected the outcome of evolution 
(see Data Analysis). While the definition of ‘rapid evolu-
tion’ has been debated (Hairston et al. 2005; Thompson, 
1998), this term was widely employed by the authors of 
the included studies to describe evolutionary change that 
occurs on the same timescale as ecological change and 
experimental investigations, and so we use that term 
here as well. We restricted competition studies to those 
that focused on resource competition (i.e. no mate com-
petition). We also excluded studies for which it was not 
clear that the selective agent of interest was the principal 
factor driving trait change (e.g. studies that assessed trait 
change across latitudinal or urbanisation gradients as a 
proxy for temperature change). Our inclusion criteria 
resulted in the exclusion of rapid evolution studies that 
focused on the effects of other environmental variables 
(e.g., drought, CO2), other biotic interactions (e.g. dis-
ease, mutualisms) or other anthropogenic changes (e.g. 
fish harvesting, habitat fragmentation). Our criteria also 
excluded studies that used population growth rate rather 
than life- history traits as the response, that did not sepa-
rate plastic from heritable responses, that used selective 
mortality or selection gradients as the response, or that 
imposed artificial selection. Details of our study selec-
tion criteria are provided in the Supporting Information.

Our selection criteria resulted in a dataset that in-
cluded 58 studies focused on animals and three studies 
focused on plants. We deemed the three plant studies to 
be too few to make meaningful comparisons and there-
fore restricted our analysis to animal studies. The 58 re-
maining studies encompassed 33 focal species (14 aquatic 
and 19 terrestrial) spanning 15 orders (Figure S1). All 

but two of the included studies were conducted with ec-
tothermic organisms (the exceptions were studies with 
rabbits (Williams & Moore, 1989) and mice (Barnett & 
Dickson, 1984)). Many of the 58 studies measured multi-
ple life- history traits, included multiple focal species, or 
assessed the effect of multiple selective agents, and thus 
our final dataset included 124 unique effect sizes (data 
points).

For each unique effect, we extracted the mean trait 
value and the sample size of both the control group and 
the treatment group. We extracted these data directly 
from tables, from figures using WebPlotDigitizer (ver-
sion 4.4) (Rohatgi, 2020), or from raw data obtained 
from supporting information, from online repositories 
or by contacting the authors. We used methods de-
scribed in Hozo et al. (2005) to calculate means from box 
plots. We used trait values measured on individuals after 
they had been grown for at least one generation under 
common garden conditions. Some studies included more 
levels than just a control and treatment group or mea-
sured the same life- history trait using multiple metrics 
or under multiple common garden conditions. In these 
cases, we used a priori rules detailed in the Supporting 
Information to select data in a consistent manner.

For each study, we recorded the taxonomic order of 
the focal species, whether the variation in the selective 
environment was ‘natural’ or ‘experimental’ (described 
above), and the number of generations that elapsed 
while selection was imposed (details in Supporting 
Information). For predation studies, we also recorded 
the life stage (adult or juvenile) targeted by the focal 
predator, and for warming studies, we recorded the tem-
perature difference between the control and treatment.

Data analysis

We quantified the effect of the selective agents on the 
evolution of life- history traits as the ln- transformed re-
sponse ratio (LRR), which was calculated as:

where XT is the mean trait value of the replicate popula-
tions (or individuals, clones or families; see note below) in 
the treatment group, and XC is the mean trait value of the 
replicate populations (or individuals, clones or families) in 
the control group. Response ratios quantify the propor-
tional change between the control group and the treat-
ment group. Log response ratios are used because n- fold 
increases and n- fold decreases are of the same magnitude 
(but of opposing sign) and because the ln transformation 
creates a more linear and normally distributed response 
amenable to statistical tests. A log response ratio of zero 
indicates no treatment effect, while a positive log response 
ratio indicates a positive effect and a negative log response 
ratio indicates a negative effect. Funnel plots confirmed 

LRR = ln(X
T
∕X

C
)
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that the data showed lower variance at a higher sample size 
and were symmetric around the mean (Palmer, 1999), sug-
gesting no evidence of publication bias (Figure S2).

We used a series of three model types to address our 
three research questions. First, to determine whether 
there was a consistent effect of any selective agent on 
any life- history trait (Question 1), we ran a global lin-
ear mixed effects model. We used this model to calculate 
the overall mean effect size and associated confidence 
interval for each of our nine trait by selective agent com-
binations in order to determine whether any of these 
mean effects were significantly different from zero. This 
global model had log response ratio as the response vari-
able, life- history trait and selective agent as fixed effects, 
study and taxonomic order as random effects, and was 
weighted by the square root of the pooled sample size. 
We used the package ‘emmeans’ to estimate the mean 
effect size for each of our nine traits by selective agent 
combinations and the 95% confidence intervals sur-
rounding these means. 95% bootstrapped confidence 
intervals produced slightly wider confidence intervals 
and qualitatively the same results. When confidence in-
tervals for a type of effect do not overlap zero, that effect 
is considered significant.

Second, to determine whether our three focal selec-
tive agents acted in opposing directions on a given trait 
(Question 2), we used three separate, trait- specific, linear 
mixed effects models (one each for body size, development 

rate and fecundity). These models had log response ratio 
as the response variable, selective agent as the fixed ef-
fect, study and taxonomic order as random effects, and 
were weighted by the square root of the pooled sample 
size. We used ANOVA to test whether ‘selective agent’ 
had a significant effect on evolutionary trait change for 
a given trait. For any significant effect of selective agent, 
we then performed pairwise post hoc comparisons (all 
possible pairwise t- tests) to determine which pairs of se-
lective agents differed in their effects, and for these, we 
examined whether the responses were of opposite sign 
(which would indicate an opposing effect of two selec-
tive agents). These additional models were required to 
answer Question 2 because in our global model, neither 
an overall effect of selective agent nor a significant trait 
by selective agent interaction would reveal whether the 
selective agents acted in opposing directions on a given 
trait.

Finally, to determine which attributes of the study 
system (i.e. modifiers) influenced the effect of the selec-
tive agents on trait evolution (Question 3), we ran nine 
separate linear mixed effects models (all trait by selective 
agent combinations), each on the relevant subset of the 
full dataset. We conducted nine separate analyses rather 
than including modifiers in the global model because 
certain modifiers were only relevant to certain selective 
agents or traits (e.g. temperature span between treat-
ments only pertains to warming studies) and because 

TA B L E  2  Results of targeted models used to identify significant modifiers

Trait Selective agent Fixed factors in model Significance Figure

Percentage of effect sizes 
significantly different from 
zero

Warming Body size Study type
Generations
Temp difference

NS NA
NA
NA

3/11 (27%)

NS

NS

Development rate Study type
Generations
Temp difference

NS NA
NA
NA

3/12 (25%)

NS

NS

Fecundity Study type
Generations
Temp difference

NS NA
NA
NA

2/6 (33%)

NS

NS

Predation Body size Generations
Study type
Predated life stage

NS NA
NA
Figure 2

6/16 (37%)

NS

p = 0.002

Development rate Generations
Predated life stage

NS NA 3/8 (37%)

NS

Fecundity Generations NS NA 2/7 (29%)

Competition Body size Generations p = 0.001 Figure S6 3/8 (37%)

Development rate Generations NS NA 2/6 (33%)

Fecundity Generations NS NA 1/7 (14%)

Significant results are bolded and have an associated figure. NS indicates that p > 0.1. ‘Percentage of effect sizes significantly different from zero’ indicates (for 
each of the nine selective agent by trait combinations) the percentage of effect sizes in our dataset that had 95% CIs that did not cross zero (shown in Figures 
S3– S5). Only studies that had replication at the population level (and thus population- level error associated with them) were included in the calculation of this 
percentage.
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some modifiers could only be tested on some trait- 
selective agent combinations due to limited data. Each 
model had log response ratio as the response variable, 
number of generations and study type (experimental or 
natural) as fixed effects, study and taxonomic order as 
random effects, and was weighted by the square root of 
the pooled sample size. The three temperature models 
also included the degree difference between the control 
and treatment (treatment temperature minus control 
temperature in °C) as a fixed effect, and the three preda-
tion models included the life stage targeted by the pred-
ator (juvenile or adult) as a fixed effect. To minimise the 
effects of small sample size, we only analysed contrasts 
with three or more data points in each group (Borenstein 
et al., 2009). In these models we first tested for all possi-
ble interactions and then dropped all nonsignificant in-
teractions and re- tested and reported the significance of 
fixed effects in simplified models.

In all of the above models, we accounted for the 
lack of independence among effects from the same 
study, the lack of taxonomic independence for differ-
ent focal species, and the differences in reliability of 
results from studies with different sample sizes as fol-
lows. Given that many studies in our dataset measured 
multiple traits and therefore contributed more than 
one effect size, we included study identity as a random 
effect. Similarly, to account for the taxonomic non- 
independence of study species, we included the order 
of the focal species as a random effect in our models. 
We used order because this taxonomic rank has been 
shown to be suitable for classifying phenotypic diver-
gence as it provides a homogenous unit of comparison 
(i.e. it aligns closely with absolute dates of evolutionary 
origin) (Bennett et al., 2021; Holt & Jønsson, 2014), and 
is not so broad as to miss meaningful phenotypic dif-
ferences. Removing order as a random effect did not 
affect any of our results.

In order to downweight effect sizes calculated with 
low population- level replication, given the assumption 
that effect sizes from studies with large sample sizes 
will be more precise than effect sizes from studies with 
small sample sizes, we weighted all of our analyses by the 
square root of the sample size pooled across the control 
and treatment groups (Hargreaves et al., 2020; Kambach 
et al., 2020). We used this method rather than weighting 
effect sizes by the pooled variance (as common in meta- 
analyses) because 34% of our studies lacked variance 
estimates at the level of the population (with ‘popula-
tion’ defined as a group of potentially interbreeding in-
dividuals), which was the unit of interest for our analyses 
(Hargreaves et al., 2020; Hoeksema et al., 2010). Although 
population- level replication is the gold standard for ex-
perimental evolution, a lack of population- level replica-
tion is a widespread issue in the field (Hendry, 2019). Of 
the 58 studies included in our analysis, 38 studies had 
replication at the population level (i.e. two or more repli-
cate control populations and two or more replicate treat-
ment populations), while the remaining 20 studies had 
replication at the individual, clone or family level. We 
considered populations to be replicates if they were geo-
graphically or genetically distinct or if the authors stated 
that they were unique. Our weighting method allowed us 
to include studies that lacked population- level replica-
tion, which was important for maximising our sample 
size and avoiding potential biases that could emerge if 
population- level replication was associated with other 
study attributes (Englund et al., 1999; Kambach et al., 
2020).

To determine what percentage of studies in each of 
our nine categories had an effect size that was signifi-
cantly different from zero (confidence intervals not 
overlapping zero), we calculated 95% confidence inter-
vals on the log response ratio for each study using the 
metafor package in R. We could only do this for studies 

F I G U R E  1  Effect of warming, predation and competition on evolutionary change in body size, development rate and fecundity. A positive 
effect size indicates that the selective agent (warming, predation or competition) was associated with the evolution of larger body size, faster 
development rate or higher fecundity, while a negative effect size indicates the opposite. Data points show raw effect sizes and means and 95% 
confidence bands are from mixed effects models. All confidence bands overlap zero, indicating a lack of significant effect across studies of any 
selective agent on any life- history trait. Dark green points indicate studies in which the agent of selection (warming, predation or competition) 
varied naturally across space or time, and light green points indicate studies in which the agent of selection was experimentally imposed.
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that had replication at the population level because only 
these studies had population- level error for the control 
and treatment groups. These percentages are reported in 
Table 2, and means and 95% CIs for all effect sizes with 
population- level replication are shown in forest plots 
(Figures S3– S5).

All analyses were conducted in R (version 4.0.4), all 
models were constructed using the package ‘lme4’, and 
all figures were made using the ‘ggplot2’ package. For 
all analyses, we tested the significance of fixed effects 
using a likelihood ratio test (‘drop1’ function with a 
‘Chisq’ distribution). All data supporting this research 
are available on the Dryad Digital Repository (Grainger 
& Levine, 2021).

RESU LTS

Question 1. Is there a consistent effect of any 
selective agent on any life- history trait?

We found no evidence for consistent effects of warming, 
predation or competition on the evolution of body size, 
developmental rate or fecundity, as the 95% confidence 
intervals around the mean effect size overlapped zero for 
all nine trait by selective agent combinations (Figure 1). 
This absence of consistent rapid evolutionary responses 
to warming, predation and competition could result 
from weak effects within studies, or alternatively, from 
strong effects within studies but the large variance and/

or opposing sign across studies. The first alternative of 
weak effects within studies was supported by our finding 
that of the 81 effect sizes from studies with population- 
level error in our dataset, only 31% were significantly dif-
ferent from zero (Table 2, Figures S3– S5).

Question 2. Do selective agents tend to select in 
opposing directions on a given trait?

Despite no overall effect of any of our focal selective 
agents on trait evolution (Figure 1), there was a sig-
nificant effect of selective agent on development rate 
(χ2 = 6.09, p = 0.048) that post hoc pairwise tests revealed 
arose because predation and warming differed mar-
ginally in their selective effects on this trait (t = −2.24, 
p = 0.067): predation modestly accelerated development 
and warming modestly slowed development. There was 
no effect of selective agent on the evolution of body size 
(χ2 = 2.40, p = 0.30) or fecundity (χ2 = 3.19, p = 0.20).

Question 3. Which attributes of the study system 
predict evolution in response to the selective 
agents?

Across the nine selective agent by trait combinations, the 
type of selection imposed (natural or experimental) never 
significantly affected trait evolution (Table 2). Likewise, 
the temperature range examined in warming studies did 

F I G U R E  2  Effect of predated life stage on body size evolution. A positive effect size indicates that predation was associated with the 
evolution of larger body size at maturity, while a negative effect size indicates that predation was associated with the evolution of smaller body 
size at maturity. Data points show raw effect sizes and means and 95% confidence bands are from mixed effects models.
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not affect trait evolution (Table 2). The number of genera-
tions in the study did not generally affect trait evolution, 
except in the case of body size evolution in response to 
competition. Here, effect sizes were more negative (indi-
cating the evolution of smaller body sizes) when studies al-
lowed more generations of selection to elapse (χ2 = 10.59, 
p = 0.001, Table 2, Figure S6). However, we interpret this 
result with caution, as it was driven by two studies with a 
high number of generations and strongly negative effect 
sizes, and these came from the same focal study system 
and investigator (Terhorst, 2010, 2011).

Our moderator variable analysis also revealed that 
the effect of predation on body size evolution depended 
on the life stage targeted by the predators (χ2  =  8.99, 
p = 0.002, Table 2). Specifically, predation on adults led 
to the evolution of smaller prey body size, while preda-
tion on juveniles had no consistent effect on the evolu-
tion of body size (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

Given the growing acceptance that evolutionary change 
can occur simultaneous to ecological change and the 
many outstanding empirical studies that have contrib-
uted to this paradigm shift, ecologists and evolutionary 
biologists may now expect that rapid evolution will occur 
frequently, and that when it does, that we will be able to 
detect it. We searched for evidence of consistent evolu-
tionary change in some of the most commonly measured 
traits in response to some of the most commonly ma-
nipulated selective agents, and for the most part, did not 
find it. We found weak overall effects of warming, preda-
tion and competition on the evolution of key life- history 
traits, as none of the nine selective agent by life- history 
trait combinations that we examined had an overall ef-
fect that was significantly different from zero (Figure 1), 
and only 31% of studies’ individual effects sizes differed 
from zero (Table 2, Figures S3– S5). Moreover, few attrib-
utes of the included studies accounted for between- study 
variation in results (Table 2). Apart from the notable 
exception that predation targeted at adults consistently 
resulted in the evolution of smaller body size (Figure 2), 
the major result of our analysis is the lack of strong or 
consistent effects of key ecological factors on the rapid 
evolution of life- history traits. Given this, we focus our 
discussion on how surprising this result should be in 
light of existing theory and previous data syntheses, and 
what our findings can contribute to our understanding 
of evolution on ecological time scales.

Should we expect rapid evolution of life- history 
traits?

We based our expectations for how warming, predation 
and competition would affect the evolution of life- history 

traits on theory wherever it was available (Table 1), 
and in only one case did our results support theoreti-
cal expectations: predation targeting adults selected for 
smaller body size (Figure 2). Interestingly, of the three 
selective agents included in our analysis, predation has 
the most well- developed theory with the clearest links 
to mechanisms captured in empirical research (Table 1). 
Several iterations of this theory predict that when preda-
tion targets adults, individuals that mature earlier and at 
a smaller size are more likely to reproduce before being 
eaten (Abrams & Rowe, 1996; Gadgil & Bossert, 1970; 
Taylor & Gabriel, 1992).

In contrast, the theoretical links between warming 
and body size have largely focused on extrapolating 
from the widely documented plastic reduction in body 
size at warm temperatures and the observed positive as-
sociation between latitude and body size, both of which 
have unclear links to adaptive trait change (Kingsolver 
& Huey, 2008; Watt et al., 2010). On the empirical side, an 
interest in the potential for adaptive responses to ongoing 
global change has prompted meta- analyses and reviews 
focused on warming as a selective agent. Interestingly, 
these studies also report no or weak effects of tempera-
ture on trait evolution. For example a meta- analysis that 
focused on selection gradients in plants, birds and mam-
mals found no evidence of stronger selection for small 
body size at warmer temperatures (Siepielski et al., 2019), 
and a meta- analysis on birds that combined plastic and 
evolved responses found no evidence that recent global 
warming has systematically affected morphological 
traits (Radchuk et al., 2019). Likewise, three other re-
views report a lack of evidence for microevolution driv-
ing changes in body size with warming (Gardner et al., 
2011; Gienapp et al., 2008; Teplitsky & Millien, 2014).

While the effect of predation on trait evolution has 
clear theoretical predictions and the effect of warming 
on traits benefits from a large body of empirical work, 
the effect of competition on the evolution of life- history 
traits has neither. Theoretical expectations for the ef-
fects of competition on life- history evolution remain 
unclear, and stem primarily from classic life- history 
theory focused on r vs. K selection (Gadgil & Bossert, 
1970; Pianka, 1970; Wright et al., 2019). However, this 
theory focuses on intraspecific density effects, while 
most studies investigating the effect of competition 
on the evolution of life- history traits (12 of the 14 in-
cluded studies) manipulate interspecific competition. 
Additionally, theory on interspecific competition 
tends to emphasize trait change relative to competitor 
traits (Dayan & Simberloff, 2005; Schluter & McPhail, 
1992), which suggests that perhaps evolved trait change 
in response to competition will be competitor- specific 
and that general effects of competition on life- history 
trait evolution may be unlikely.

Overall, a lack of clear theoretical expectations or 
previous empirical support for general trends in how 
warming and competition select on life- history traits 
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make our finding of weak effects for these two agents 
somewhat less surprising. Additionally, even in cases 
where strong and directional selection is imposed, low 
heritability or low genetic variation can constrain trait 
evolution (Chevin et al., 2010), which may also have 
contributed to the generally weak responses reported 
here.

Should we expect to detect rapid evolution of 
life- history traits when it occurs?

An alternative explanation for the weak evidence of 
rapid evolutionary change reported here is that inves-
tigators were simply unable to detect the evolutionary 
change occurring in their studies. This seems likely 
in at least some cases, given the difficulties inherent 
in deciding which traits to measure and how to do so. 
For example the decisions that go into quantifying 
even the simplest trait measurements (e.g. body weight 
vs. length, reproduction at first clutch vs. lifetime re-
production) mean that adaptive responses in unmeas-
ured dimensions will be missed (Germain et al., 2018; 
Grainger et al., 2021). Indeed, while our analysis in-
cludes the three life- history traits most commonly 
measured in empirical studies, additional data on the 
evolution of other key life- history traits such as longev-
ity would give a more complete answer to our research 
questions.

In addition, recent evidence suggests that trait evo-
lution may be missed if sampling intervals are not on an 
appropriate (yet often unknown) time scale (Rudman 
et al., 2021). Knowing how many generations are re-
quired for trait evolution is difficult, and decisions 
around experimental duration are usually constrained 
by logistical considerations. Indeed, while our tenta-
tive finding of a stronger effect of competition on body 
size when more generations elapsed during selection 
should be interpreted with caution, it supports the idea 
that experiments that allow more generations to elapse 
may be more likely to capture trait evolution (Figure 
S6, Table 2).

Finally, while common gardens are essential for sep-
arating evolved trait change from plastic responses, 
they are also subjectively chosen and may mask evolved 
change that would be detectable under other conditions 
(Hendry, 2019; Irschick, 2003). Indeed, a majority of the 
studies included here (39/58) measured traits under mul-
tiple common garden conditions that varied in resource 
type, temperature or predation pressure, and some of 
these studies reported that an evolved trait change was 
detected under only some common garden conditions 
(Van Doorslaer et al., 2007; Tobler et al., 2015; Tseng & 
O'Connor, 2015).

Due to the issues associated with testing for evolved 
trait change, integrating across organisational scales 
to evaluate rapid evolution by incorporating responses 

such as genomic data (McGaughran et al., 2021; 
Rudman et al., 2018) and population growth rates 
(Collins, 2011; Futuyma, 1970; Germain et al., 2020; 
Hart et al., 2019; Lawrence et al., 2012) may be the most 
productive way forward. As the former approach has 
the benefit of offering insight into the genetic under-
pinnings of observed phenotypic change and the lat-
ter provides a direct link to ecological dynamics, both 
sources of information will be invaluable in efforts to 
fully understand the causes and consequences of rapid 
evolution.

Implications for global change

We found modest evidence for opposing selection by 
warming and predation on development rate, which 
manifested as a significant effect of selective agent on 
this trait (p = 0.048) and a marginally significant post hoc 
test that revealed that warming caused the evolution of a 
slower development rate than did predation (p = 0.067). 
Although these marginal results should be interpreted 
with caution, it is worth noting that the direction of these 
trends match theoretical predictions (Table 1), and may 
indicate that strong predation pressure could hamper 
evolutionary responses of development rate to warm-
ing. Additionally, although both development rate and 
fecundity are less commonly measured than body size 
in rapid evolution experiments, development rate may 
be a better candidate than fecundity for future work, as 
it tended to show a stronger response to treatments and 
less variability across studies (Figure 1).

In the context of climate change, it has been pro-
posed that aquatic organisms may be more likely than 
terrestrial organisms to experience an evolved reduction 
in body size at warmer temperatures due to a warming- 
induced reduction in the availability of dissolved oxygen 
(Audzijonyte et al., 2019). However, we note that none of 
the six studies in our dataset that investigated the effect 
of warming on body size in aquatic organisms found a 
significant effect (studies indicated by asterisks in Figure 
S3). Overall, the lack of effect of warming on evolved trait 
change reported here may indicate that plastic responses 
(Gienapp et al., 2008) or adaptive changes in other traits 
such as phenology (Radchuk et al., 2019; Réale et al., 
2003) or behaviour (Berthold et al., 1992) may contrib-
ute more to species’ evolutionary responses to climate 
change than the evolution of life- history traits.

Areas where more data are needed

While growing interest in questions centred around evo-
lutionary change that occurs on ecological timescales 
has produced the body of empirical research that ena-
bled this analysis, in some cases a lack of data precluded 
definitive conclusions about the effects of warming, 
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predation and competition on life- history evolution. A 
prime example is the effect of competition, which was the 
most data- poor of the three selective agents in our study. 
Of particular need are more studies focused on the effect 
of competition on life- history evolution that allow a high 
number of generations (>50) to elapse, which of course 
will be most feasible for organisms with short generation 
times (Terhorst, 2010, 2011) (Figure S6). Likewise, only 
two studies that met our inclusion criteria tested the ef-
fect of intraspecific competition on the evolution of life- 
history traits (Santos et al., 1997; Terhorst et al., 2010), 
despite the emphasis on intraspecific density depend-
ence in classic life- history theory (Boyce, 1984; Gadgil 
& Bossert, 1970; Pianka, 1970). In addition, while we 
treated each of our selective agents as independent in this 
analysis, interactions and feedbacks between tempera-
ture, competition and predation are likely to be common 
nature; for example both predation and temperature can 
alter the competitive environment through effects on 
density (Reznick, Bassar, et al., 2019). Despite this, only 
five of the 58 studies in our dataset tested the effect of 
more than one of our three selective agents (Cavalheri 
et al., 2019; Terhorst, 2010; Terhorst et al., 2010; Tseng 
et al., 2019; Tseng & O'Connor, 2015). Investigations into 
the combined effects multiple agents of selection on the 
evolution of life- history traits should be considered an 
important area for future investigation.

While our dataset included 33 species spanning 15 
orders, many taxonomic groups were over- represented, 
and for each of our three selective agents, certain study 
systems were disproportionately studied (Figure S1). 
Specifically, warming experiments often focused on zoo-
plankton and flies, predation studies most often used 
zooplankton or fish and competition studies often used 
flies (Figure S1). It is worth considering the benefits of 
testing these questions in less commonly used systems 
based either in the laboratory (e.g. bean beetles, flour 
beetles, protists) or field (e.g. lizards, frogs). Some of 
these other organisms also have short generation times 
and measurable traits and can be reared in common gar-
dens, and have been successfully used in rapid evolution 
research (Kawecki et al., 2012).

It would also be informative to examine whether the 
weak evolutionary responses we report here tend to 
arise from replicate populations consistently showing 
weak or no response to a given selective agent or to rep-
licate populations showing strong but divergent (non- 
parallel) responses. Along these lines, while we focused 
on changes in mean trait values indicative of directional 
selection by each of our agents, an interesting follow- up 
question is whether individual- level (within population) 
variance differed between the control and treatment 
groups, which would suggest stabilising or disruptive 
selection. Unfortunately, the studies in our dataset usu-
ally reported only population- level means and variances, 
and so the population and individual level data required 
to address these questions were not available. However, 

the trend towards both population- level replication 
(Hendry, 2019) and open access data will hopefully make 
these types of analyses possible in the near future.

Finally, it would also be interesting to compare the 
magnitude and direction of plastic versus evolved re-
sponses to warming, predation and competition, as 
plastic trait change can have ecological consequences 
of comparable magnitude to evolved trait change 
(Yamamichi et al., 2011). Making this comparison re-
quires experiments that measure traits on individuals 
collected directly from experimental conditions, before 
common garden rearing. Of the 58 studies in our data-
set, only 10 reported pre- common garden trait mea-
surements. Studies that compare plastic and genetic 
responses would also shed light on how often plasticity 
and genetically based trait change occur in the same 
direction (‘cogradient variation’) or opposite direction 
(‘counter- gradient variation’), and whether these out-
comes are associated particular selective agents or life- 
history traits.

CONCLUSION

Overall, we found little evidence for strong or consist-
ent effects of warming, predation and competition on 
the evolution of body size, fecundity and development 
rate, with the notable exception of an effect of preda-
tion on body size that aligned with theoretical expecta-
tions. Although for some of the nine traits by selective 
agent combinations examined here, more studies across 
a broader range of taxa would help confirm our find-
ings, the evidence compiled here suggests that rapid 
evolution of life- history traits in response to these three 
major selective agents is either rare, weak or not read-
ily detectable in experiments. Rather than discouraging 
investigations of rapid life- history evolution, these find-
ings should motivate researchers to think deeply about 
the conditions under which life- history traits are likely 
to rapidly evolve, and how best to capture this evolution 
when it happens.
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